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Abstract

The aim of this thesis is to investigate the possibility of sugar industry collusion in Mexico, given government policy, and to assess the economic impact of the new trade restrictions on Mexican sugar exports under different market structures.

Government ownership of sugar mills and other policies have led people to believe that there is collusion in the Mexican sugar market. For this reason, the author decided to test for market concentration and the impact of the new trade policy under different market structures.

This thesis first examines the possibility of non-competitive behavior in the sugar industry in Mexico by testing for market integration and pass-through prices. A second analysis uses partial equilibrium models with different market structures, competitive and non-competitive exports.

Time series estimation results support the hypothesis that Mexican sugar market is integrated with international and domestic markets, so these results do not support the hypothesis of collusion. However, evidence is mixed given the different estimates of price penetration among markets and the delays in adjustments to price shocks. Partial equilibrium models show that the effect of the agreement has stronger implications in prices if there is collusion among exporters, leading to larger impacts on sugarcane area, sugar production and consumption in Mexico if there is collusion relative to the competitive market case.